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sum= GERMS Ope rat i onal/CADORY

mom DTLINEN Project Renewal Request

RE: A. EGQA -7.W) , iFApril 1957
17,7). EGQN-30476, 26 April 1957
C. EGQw-21572, 10 January 1955	 P>.

NOTE: We are forwa.rdins. herewith a draft EMMEN Project Outline which
presents, we be 1 i eve , an accurate picture of the organi zational
structure, personnel assets and activities of the DTLINEN opus-

ational mechanism. We assume that this Outline, coupled with the
followins- additional comments, will provide COS and 33 with
sufficient documentation to initiate DTLIMEN projoct renewal
procedures.

T. Current  i;thsius. rite Di:LINEN prop;condo production/distribution
n sscts current' v ore reprorahina, if not reachne, 0:1-..jmum uutcut caps— 	 f
hilities. Thic project has weathered the massivo 1955 West Berlin, West.
German anti-ITLI,TEN campaign and has regained FLIcYCT exceeded pre-attack
output levels in most phases of project activity. Thu major exception
to this useneral re surF„en ce of activity I nvolves the product ion and mth
of flIdS [Tdlarnmor. ,	 prrty and industrial !icr)assmect letters 	 H.Evard 1 u
oniticiood ln tdc,.d 195 0 rttr.ck, this aspect of rcoject activity was cat

Lock rrd .crl	 1 cd a	 rnd earl y 1959"	rIrrIl, output of IFLIOlillI s-
td'EAivce . aro.so,m-coL materiel. honorally dues loot. 	 ced. a doz.-Jr' d•tterd r
nod, In m ien	 U	 .1,)H Thr_6. to 	 icr srter1 MyLtisiu:c
hc -Lim? Llnd:' ca. onr . ;	 Mar ri.PTAIJKIT 1.a en . ss000t effort ;.:•,_; still in
d/cera t don,	 71.; .... . ..a toot ac-cmcdasla
o ole • •,e1 H	 - - [ 01. tdi.a	 ae hoadLu
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2. Product n and Soviet Zone districution of regularly appearinc:
project media was increased significantly early	 1Y57 with the addition
of new monthly Publications. These regular media, i.e., Per Dampier,
Der Parteiarbeiter, Elterahaus rind Schule and Geist pad Leben, have a
combined total monthly distribution of yo,00c , copies end, alon g with
Die Wahrheit, mive DTLINEN a total monthly brochure output of ca 170,000
copies. No increase in output of regular media currently is envisaged.
Leaflet production and distribution is reaching an all time high. Since
the beginning of the year, DTLINEN has produced and distributed 10 separate
leaflets exploiting various aspects of the DDR political, military, economic
and social fabric, e.g., the MfS, SED, labor politics, elections, etc.
Distribution has not been less than one million copies for any one item.
A series of four leaflets has been prepared to exploit the DDR communal
elections taking, place on 23 June. Combined distribution on these four

d items alone will reach 9,500,000 copies. DTLINEN also recently produced

kM 

or Western consllaation and distributed 11,000 copies of a brochure
per-factual data on the organization, 	 sonnel assets and activities

of the NfS. The brochure was based upon material provided by CAR/IRN and
CABASAE, two former MIS staff officers who defected to the West through
DTLINEN. It is probable that this is the most factual expose - of the MfS
yet produced.

3. Project P/A Charles E. Newham continues to perform in a satis-
factory manner although some difficulties have been encountered with him
due to recurring problems out of the past which still upset him. An
LCFLUTTER test administered to him in May upset him considerably and
re q uired a tactful follow-up to once again set his mind at ease. Deputy

P/AC 	 3 continues to perform in an outstanding and dependable manner
inlis capacity as head of the project's covert section. (Note: We hope
to complete and pouch to Headquarters new reassessments of Newham and

within the next few months.) Staff turnover continues to be low
and morale satisfactory although normal pay raises are indicated_ We 	 Ly,
currently are considering pay raises for Newham, ((.:

	
and other key

staffers. All staffers either currently have KUPAaK Operational or
Proprietary Approvals or are being cleared. Co-worker turn-over has
been low and arrests rare, only one co-worker having been arrested in the
past l c months. The West German mailing a pparat is functioning, satis-
factorily and each month mails more than 20,00:, ericelopcs containing
to 123,000 PP items into East Germany.

k.slaLions with Fcdre p and West heriln officialdom are satisrictoru
and/or' cossIbly improvirun. Ti n CAWAST reeormendaticm to drop howl arc con-
tcline6 in the Knquete report has not recently been discussed and it is

istC	 _J
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probable that at least (I	 )as changed his attitude toward Newham
and is not now actively seeking his ouster from the top TLINEN job.
Relations with other cold warrior groups also are satisfactory and/or
improving. On 23 May, in response to a VOS invitation, Newham met with
leading members of the VOS to discuss methods of establishing a closer
working relationship between the two groups. The meeting, which was held
in Bonn, resulted in the establishment of a working relationship whereby
the VOS will coordinate its West German speaker activities with DTLINEN
and DTLINEN will process VOS search service requests. This also will
entail the transfer of appropriate VOS file material into the TLINEN
central files thus not only increasing DTLINEN I s search service effective-
ness but also making voluminous additional personality information avail-
able for KURAPZ I s use and/T4 exploitation. DTLINEN's contacts with

LCPAGAN and (I	 I although not regular and formalized, are
numerous and are conducted in a satisfactory manner. Although currently
there is no contact between TLINEN and LCCASSOCK, we are attempting to
bring Newham and CADRTFR together and to develop regular contacts between
them.

5. DTLINEN's handling and use of PEPRIME funds is adjudged to be in
KUDARK's. best interests. Monthly project accountings are prepared in
accordance with exacting German business standards. The organization's
business head, C_	 is an experienced administrator and apparently is
conscientious to the point of annoyance to insure proper use of and
accounting for organizational funds. Although KUDARK case officers obviously
cannot control every pfennik of project funds, it is believed that the
DTLINEN organization more than adequately meets every requirement of the
project administrative plan. Each project monthly balance sheet is read
and notorized by DTLINEN's lawyer who is a well known West Berlin attorney.

5. DTLINEN currently is involved (as it always has been) In numerous
litigations pending before the West Berlin States Attorney, is subject to
a massive, continuing NfS attach and is the object of attack of various left
wing, fellow traveling and/or disgruntled West Berlin and West German
elements. The most noteworthy of the pending Litigations is the C.

7]
Prozess which involves, as is already well known to Headquarters, the trial
of CATTIVO on charges of falsification of documents (see EGBA-41201),
The Ratzek Prozess also is still being investigated (see ORLN 1053 and related
traffic). Although the potential within opposition elements to embarrass
and/or compromlue PILINEN dontinues to be agdravatinu, we believe 'Hat our .
position in Ecr!in coupleS with effeatih n ncd 'mnrosin Unison relation-
ships with West Ceig in and West Gorman officialdom incticates that we astn
continue the Dr:LINEN operation for the foreseeable future with minimum
eifficntties.
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7. Accomplishments/Effectiveness. We have outlined elsewhere in
this dispatch and its attachments the nature and volume of current DTLINEN
PP output, special project activities and the project's capabilities for
balloon and mail distribution. These elements comprise the hard core of
DTLINEN as a KUBARK CADORY mechanism. Indications of effectiveness of
DTLINEN material infiltrated into the Zone, always encouraging, are
currently increasing at an impressive rate and it appears not only fair,
but accurate and realistic to state that at this writing DTLINEN is
operating at a peak of effectiveness. This is particularly so when
"carry-over" effectiveness also is included, e.g., the continued existence
of the DDR hand to hand courier system instituted to combat DTLINEN's
harassment program (see below). Specific indications of DTLINEN effective-
ness may be categorized as follows:

A. Official DDR Reactions

(1) Approximately two years ago the DDR established an official
hand to hand mail courier system for the delivery of governmental,
party and business correspondence to protect itself from the TLINEN
harassment campaign. This system, which undoubtedly costs the DDR
considerably in terms of funds, personnel assets and time, is still
in operation.

(2) The DDR maintains special crews of investigators who are
called upon to investigate every Western PP activity uncovered in the
Zone which possibly could have originated with DTLINEN. These indiv-
iduals are referred to as "DTIINEN investigators" by the DDR press and
apparently have no other assignment than the follow-up of DTLINEN
activities.

(3) Re gularly appearing DDR press articles attempt to condemn and/
or counter arguments against the Regime contained in DTLINEN media.
Several recentl y appearing articles have been particularly striking
because they have utilized material extracted verbatim from DMINEN
publications. Note: We are currently assemblin copies of appropriate
DDR press items which we will pouch to Headauarters as a part of our
re port of DTLINEN effectiveness in connection with the 22 June DDR
elections.

•. 12 07 the Di pa. publishei. n ',C7H	 t•

of the DTLIM1,1I onaanization. Alticou;aa: we
cannot est.	 the number of co pies produced, It is clean that the

produntic	 -Li us book cost the DDE substantially In terms of
expenOatuTe of	 , personnel assets and time. (We estimate au
absolute: Hint 	 t of DIT4 220,0no.oci to thin mut for px.intin[.,:,

Leek was f;;aam •eHo •aletnileJt'a-a	 :last raurekka,
do onn	 it as not mentLone71 nor reviewed in °con one WesL

Lerinin
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B. Popular DDR Reactions

(1) Letters sent to DTLINEN by East Zone residents have
increased from an average of six to eight per month in fall 1956 to
a high of 111 in May 1957. The letters, which generally are in
response to DTLINEN material found and/or sighted in the Zone, are
openly hostile to the Regime and appear to be far more outspoken in
content than similar letters received a year ago.

(2) Hundreds of DDR residents continue to visit DTLINEN each
month although they realize that if they are uncovered they will be
arrested immediately by DDR authorities. These individuals freely
and willingly provide TLINEN with information on Happenings in the
Zone.

C. Western Reactions

(1) During the past year DTLINEN has received considerable,
favorable coverage in the West German and, to a lesser e gtent, West
Berlin press. Timely DTLINEN press releases on hap penings in the Zone
are regularly picked up by numerous Western oapers.

(x) The West German speaker complex, originally founded by
DTLINEN and still receiving DTLINEN guidance, appears to be haviaL
significant cuccess in educating the West German population concerning
the trile rioUven of hbssia and her East German satellite. Tne speakers,
the are wand: received whenever nnd wherevEr the:: eseccii, Yeld over
1:00 meotih ss in i fl5C) before a total of 146,hi g, pc:room

. Tice DTLIWEIJ _Project el so has accoplised =chaos oth	 tasks
sltbacb oot directly related to It: PP hlyl heLi gey.	 been of

cosichLerafle gylin	 NM defe ctors C	 :)ayj. C	 for
c. gagjlw, not chic,- chovi ,lod much , of the 7sater:s1 fox: EMEhh: l h rfT, froeLshe
fu g also u-/L(CeH t.no	 ccstisn y dth sal)hcb l . s Mix's- to 001 . !m

	DILETElfccbt:	 :3	 1,,i•
	thehebg sendu	 vca

PT daft. 	 u_LIITJT Eschjet al 1:0 fls.c	 ifl,Th
t o thergc.olve cf outct
J it Huai iscfsiTn-C

to too	 •

linets by visitors to DTLIE.Hif	 T	 -1;1)011- ,t FilL

1:01100 rfloort,2 ..;	 'cave	 ,est.11-.L.ed in Ito lhlcIseolliiatioD 	 I.:J....As...1., of -Ilumerro
DTLITTEN reporg .h ulilot :rive been rated. as of value by ,iLuvitionic:P arencieS

DTI.MEN Ea	 -7.2C "'kers have d. ,F,117chsee. DDE dochsh.chig3 a111017 OU1.)11.(::a
	of ggneral support UH. 1 ). 0 to UV`	 YlliyeCD
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community. DTLINFN was able, for example, to obtain a copy of the 1957
DDR Fahndungsbuch which was photographed by FOE and distributed to all
appropriate I.S. units in Germany. Finally, DTLINEN's voluminous card
files are available and regularly used by BOB for name tracing purposes
in appropriate cases.

9. Future Planning and Needs. We do not anticipate any major
alteration of the DTLINEN organizational mechanism in the immediate future.
We believe current output levels probably are o ptimum and that any attempt
to increase current distribution would result in diminishing returns. We
do feel, however, that a reorganization of the DTLINEN headquarters elements
may result in increased efficiency and possibly permit a staff reduction.
There are various and serious potential problems which could evolve from
our attempting to force a reduction at this time and we feel that any
progress possible along these lines can only be made slowly and with great
care. We are faced, for exam ple, with the relative positions of Newham
(organization chief) and 	 acovert section chief) within the project
and the delicate task- of no usurping the perogatives of either one of
them in connection with a staff reduction. Newham currently is quite
sensitive to the fact that C. icontrols the largest single group of
individuals within the organization and exercises some influence over the
others.	 a on the other hand, possibly is somewhat overly security
conscious as well he might be) and on occasion has been suspicious of
other staff members on the basis of speculation rather than fact. We also
are faced with the yery difficult task of attempting to implement a reduction
in force within one of the "hottest" political/resistance groups in West
Berlin. We could experience some nasty reactiors if a staffer we select for
termination should react negatively and "go East" for consolation. We
therefore will proceed with considerable caution.

10. We do not anticipate any changes in the co-worker group or in
the West German mailing apparat. Turn-over in the co-worker group has
been encouragingly low with only one co-worker having been lost due to
arrest during the past, li months. Although we hope to build up co-worker
coverage in Thuringia somewhat, we do not intend to increase the total
number of co-workers much beyond 100. We have discussed this withCI,

3who agrees thet baeD co-workers well located in all parts of East Germany
are sufficient to meet DTLINEN's heeds. During the remainder of 1957 we
hope to increase KUTIIITE exploitation of the co-worker assets thus centib T •

an effort tThat was: initiated well over a year ag,o. We ogbeentiv are goubd
ihecking availbile bifeumaLion on current co-workers and evaluating their
potential to provide •nformation of value in fulfilline current Ti-Ole intell

, igence reepilo g egb;. It should also he noted that iCT source i , KRAU&,:, who
.	 currently is supbiyinu valuable information about various aspects of the Dig:*

1
aovernment ei g '	 iED, was a walk-in to DUITHEN are is still being cu ll

C:illft;:
\ a

csrc9Cs
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11. We expect that the budget requested by EE for support of the
project during FY 1957 will be sufficient to cover line item expenses and
to maintain current output levels of regular media. We shall continue to
need ORDEMON funds for production of special and/or one time items. We
anticipate a salary increase for Newham	 and possibly a few other

ikey staffers but we feel that these increases can be absorbed within current
'budget levels.

12. DTLINEN t s current election leaflet program will fully absorb
the project's production/distribution capabilities throughout June.
Depending upon election results and reactions, we may put out a follow-up
leaflet in two to three million copies in July. Otherwise, we shall soft
pedal leaflet production until the end of the DDR vacation cycle and
renew leaflet efforts in September.

1:;.. In conclusion we feel that DTLINEN will remain in effective oper-
ation during the foreseeable future. We anticipate and expect continued
massive MfS opposition, serious security problems and sticky West Berlin,
West German political and/or personal attacks against the DTLINEN organization
and its principals. We do not currently foresee, however, any problems
which can not be effectively neutralized through the use of current BOB/
COS operational and liaison channels and assets.

CT	 -3
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PROJECT DTLINEN

I. Objectives

a. To harass and weaken the Soviet puppet government of the East
German State and the East German Communist Party (SED).

b. To maintain and increase the spirit of resistence of the captive
East German people.

c. To uncover, attack and expose before the eyes of the East German
population and the non-Communist world in general the dictatorial,
unscrupulous and enslaving methods utilized by the East German government
to maintain control over the population.

d. To provide the East German people with truthful, factual news
reporting on significant current political and/or other appropriate events
through the medium of regularly appearing, responsibly prepared propaganda
media.

e. To encourage and assist, insofar as DTLIMEN organizational
capabilities and Personnel assets permits, other West European anti-
Communist organizations, groups and individuals whose objectives parallel
PBPRIME interests and whose continued participation in the cold war effort
is helpful to PhPRINE's overall cold war effort.

II. Targets.

a. The population of East Germany and East Perli n and, to a lesser

extent, West Germany and Western Europe.

b. The East German Communist Party (SED), i ts cPa i.mar leadi r -

functionaTies and members.

0. The Eost German foveinment, its leading representatives ana office

nelders.

III. Tasks

a. To eKel	 •onacol. ever ;:rni, tfaeuan the provision.

aaammTe ffaa a	 , socutH.„a, Lialnon and other Intell ■ acnee support,

.ntain the hTLlL EH	 EizatIon as a massive lajlfAnK IT Lnstrument in

N Utilize the DTLIIflHLJ or aEization for tfe nToparation, production

and (laIstftiorl of Pl'oP:aaafla!a,	 araasment a ria non-La-Y- 1/2i liaaiia capable of

- • ' afajoct
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c. Maintain a staff of personnel with relatively expert knowledge
of clandestine PP operations and techniques to serve as the basic element
of the DTLINEN organization and provide these individuals with sufficient
clerical and other help to successfully implement their assigned tasks.
DTLINEN currently has 73 employees of whom 15 to 20 are senior staffers.
(See Attachment E).

d. Maintain a group of co-worker (agent) personnel who are East
German residents, are able to visit the DTLINEN West Berlin office regularly,
are capable of hand distributing and/or mailing DTLINEN propaganda material
in East Germany and who can provide the DTLINEN organization with timely
and accurate reporting on East German conditions/developments thus insuring
that the DTLINEN propaganda material will be appropriate, accurate, effect-
ive and timely in terms of the objectives which are being sought. This group
must also be capable of performing numerous additional tasks, e.g., assembling
accurate address lists in support of mailing operations, obtaining copies
of official East German government and Communist Party correspondence in
support of harrassment operations, undertaking neighborhood checks of
other co-worker personnel in support of project security, etc. DTLINEN
currently has 66 active co-workers in the Soviet Zone. (See Attachment C).

IV. Organizational Mechanisms

a. Me . DTLINEN West Berlin HeadquartersiStammhaus). The DTLINEN
organization is a widely known, generally accepted anti-Communist
resistence organization. It is a legally established, overt organization
which maintains its general offices in a large house in an easily
accessable q uarter of West Berlin. It is visited by over 1,000 persons
a month who come seeking one of the various services rendered to East
Zone residents, refugees and/or former prisoners by the several specialist
staffs. Dahy persons visit DTLINEN t s Stammhaus and volunteer information
which has come to their knowledge in the belief' that it will assist the
DTLINEN organization in pursuing its anti-Communist objectives.

U. DTIMEN's Specialist Staffs. DTTINEN nintair.s numerous s pecial 1st
staffs and offices which -implement the tasks of the oroject. A number of
these - the "Rcportino Office" at the Narienfel cio l ,Hfuo:ee Cairo, the 1-efuyecH
alHI service, search service and social service - s.ro mairitc Y r rw] to 3Tryn
refugees, for flier prjsoners and other visitors 1.q. DoLie to DTLINFL s,ockli.-

si:-.:to on.	 r	 oraflizational
I •II- • TT)	 Political Committee UODL*D2111 IV), F2r(-

J.Lvolvej in the	 Jtier, of DMINEN's	 i),op,?,.,[a.1(1.6,.,
1:!ct	 r..upport tasks. Thosiit5 as=0
hj lit: for tHe	 'in PJ,d. production of 11:111= i s sir reyiliati:

The 01-2os

cc,cREI
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carries out a major portion of DTLINEN's West Larlin and West German
liaison responsibilities in connection with government officials, news
media and other resistence organizations. It also releases DTLINEN ne0s
jtems for pick-up in the Western press nnd nointains a close watch on both
Western and Eastern newspapers for items of interest. The central carding
section maintain.; a massiva card file, built up over the years through
oebriefing relanoes, which 's tho mainstay of the search service. The

;nolnke about 56,000 cards, are also a valuable asset to the
project's security as well as a productive source of Personality infor-
mation available to L'02 generally. The central carding section has the
additional responsibility of handling DTLINEN t s voluminous correspondence
with official German agencies and other resistance groups in connection
with requests received by DTLINEN for personality infoluation. (See
Attachment D.)

c. DTLINEWs_Propaganda „ or . Covert_Section, (Abteilung_VII). The covert
section is responsible for the maintenance of a capable, secure co-worker
group (see Section III, d above), an effective West German mailing organ-
ization and a skillful, dependable ballooning apparat which, together,
can effectively distribute DTLIMEN propaganda, harrassnent and other pw
items throughout East Germany. The covert section also assumes respon-
sibility for the production of all DTLINEN one-time (leaflet) and spot
(psycholoxical, administrative and personal harrossment letters, confusion
operations, etc.) o perations. These operations appear to be the most
infuriating to tEe East German regime, regularly result in significant
press and othor neactfons in East Germany and often cause negative
reactions from weak-kneed or fellow traveling West . Carlin politicians and/
or functionaries. F/A Newham works closely with covert section chief
CAELVES in the production of the leaflet and harrassment media. During the
first six months of 1957 numerous hard-hittin DTLINEN leaflets exploiting
the SED, MfS, Volhsaamee, labor politics, etc. have been produced and
distributed. in volume. lin e covert section currently is engaged in the
production and distribution of a highly effective leaflet series exposing
the farcical nature of the East German elections being held on 23 June..
This series involves the production of four separate leaflets and a. total
distribution of H1d)0,000 copies in a seven-week period_ Through our direct
contact with CAELVES, we •lso use the assets of lhe covert section to
provide oneratiolm-J support to various Y,C) operations.

Hoo t. G	 a — hal. Jommittee Office. LiTLINE1 1. mi.rtadr,F2
..-I cy.. .Eposeu of' 	 i ff (..mrloyer/ uho ,,Yre T er MA Ee:-.31..

.

Gflrmany aL6.	 DIEJLE•I uit}., contact to 1,k.	 .•

71nEnovel' officT-	 HeilHam y 1-1.1: 6 . . base of operations boom
can contact 79TIC IJS nnthars of' the E,E1.‘-..:T	 nn.lent an-c .Taxer

nicEJErs c0 th WcT! t,EI :iccInula bohr hOd chore. Fir,e 1 ial'110ver office r

' also serves to	 activit.1....:: If a Wcst6citan rrot. - , 6y.anaj; spnE,Lcg
team uLicE , cyci•E •	 1,7HiCh S how

conjunction. with CAWAHV 	 ixas other West (.1■Priv?..E official and pFivate
resistance ,101Q—:.	 to.E.)n is composHH 	 imofessicEir,1
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public and private West German and/or other grou ps on issues and themes
1-- of the cold war. Their combined total monthly audience ranges between

e

1 10,000 and 15,000 persons. Reports of speaker team activities reaching
ITEM; indicate that the speakers are warmly received whenever and wherever
they speak.

e. Additional Specialist  Activities. DTLINEN maintains six offices
(Referate) which s pecialize in various aspects of the politico-socio-
economic life of the DLR. They are charged with the responsibility of
developing and maintaining a body of knowledge in their specific fields
which can be utilized profitably for the preparation of effective propa-
ganda. They are also responsible for developing themes and articles which
can be used in DTLINEN's regularly appearing publications. Much of the
information accumulated by these staffs is derived from interviewing
visitors, and/or defectors who come to DTI= seeking guidance. DILINEN
offices falling into this category are the following: 1) the !JfS advisory
office which specializes in MfS affairs and which interviews between 40 and
50 people each month who have information to report concerning the PfS;
21 the office for youth. affairs; 53 the Vopo-East German Army office which
accumulates data on the East German armed forces and which interviews
between ::; .5 and 50 people a month who offer hel pful information; 4) the
office for scientific/economic affairs; 5) political parties office; and
61 prisoners affairs office.

Note: Tne term "office" has been arbitrarily used to describe these
special DTLIM4 units. Since, for the most part, these units are
composed_ of one DTLINEN staff specialist with a secretary/clerk
helper, the term "office" can be misleading as used in the foregoing
context.

V. Media

n. DTLINEN currentihr produces six re gular two to four pace DIU A-D
propaganda brochures which appear monthly. Although they all share a.
similar format, they each have a specific purpose and each is written in
a manner best suited to the realization of Its own end. These items are:

h) Din Ucirheit (Me Truth), which carries e stIN—headin
that	 is the 	 of the DTLINEN organization, is one of th.e
older reuwINT cutlihations and has been appearin	 ovsr two yearn.
It concentrates an presenting the Western viewpoint on major nous
items of current interest and 15 written In c manner to intoNe::t ti in

\iP
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broad mass of the DDR population. It is distributed mainly by mail
from West Germany. Distribution: 100,000 copies monthly. Printing
Cost: DMW 4,500.00.

2) Der Kaempfer, as the name would indicate, is directed
toward members of the DDR armed forces. It concentrates, therefore,
on the presentation of military, naval and air news with a western
twist. It presents favorable news coverage of the progress being
made in building the West German armed forces and at the same time
attacks the Red Army as the representative of Soviet imperialism.
It currently is in its second year of publication. Distribution is
mainly by mail from West Germany. Distribution: 20,000 copies
monthly. Printing Cost: DMW 750.00.

3) Der Parteiarbeiter (The Party Worker) is designed for the
consumption of the functionaries of the SED (Communist) Party of East
Germany. The articles contained therein, therefore, concentrate on the
presentation of German and world-wide news coverage of Communist Party
affairs. Coverage of these items is not only neea.ative and belittling
but also expository and argumentative, the objective being to explode
the myth that the Communist Party does in fact live by the principles
which it assigns to itself. Considerable coverage is given to the
naked policy about-faces regularly undertaken by the Russian and
East German Communist bosses. Der Parteiarbeiter first appeared in
the beginning of 1957.  Distribution is mainly by mail from West Germany,
Distribution: 20,000 copies monthly. Printing Cost: DP ,M 700.00.

4) Gelst . und_Leben concentrates on news coverage of items
relating to Fast German cultural affairs. It exposes the numerous
maneuvers used by the East German government to suppress and/or
control church and other spiritual activities in East Germany.
Interest in this type of item is widespread and a. large audience for
it is assured. It first appeared in the bopinninp of 1557. Distri-
bution is mainly by mall from Wont Ginaman 	 flistrilnJtion: 10,000
copies monthly. PrlidnLnp Cost: DIjg 700.00.

5) Elternhaus nnd S pindle norri.,ntrates on rows of special interest
to parents and students and other persons involved in pediT,cf:ical. life.
Throuali itn ncsn-r J.t .tInmpts to expos° Inn metli pas and neasu-nes usen
by the Copflanistn jf. sontrollirn:	 or]ools ann nellinn: Couriamism
In Ilse stucnont ia):.p. It first anponvpni, nlon	 t) o tun prarpedinn
b ra cIlurn s , c ar1lI i n	 Dlntrifutipr is mairl.: by :nail from West
Germany.	 istullalt.lon: Iij,. cr- copies rpa..itnb. inizrtinn Cost:
DP,M 1flf.
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6) DTLINEN Archl y : The "Archl y " is DTLINEN's major regularly_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
appearing publication designed specific_ally_foryestern c_ghaLimplIlen.
In general, it can be described as a collection of DTLINEN editorial
comment on the prevailing situation in East Germany and other cold
was developments which affect East German policies. When DTLINEN
has been exposed to criticism motivated by erroneous and/or provocative
material, the "Archl y " has also been used to present DTLINEN's
position and to expose the falacious material. The "Archiv" has been
identified with DTLINEN for several years. It is distributed
almost exclusively by mail to West Berlin - West German political
leaders, organizations and offices. Distribution: 10,000 to 20,000
copies monthly. Printing Cost: DMW 1200 to DMW 1400.

b. DTLINEN t s main effort is concentrated in the leaflets, harrassment
letters and other media which are produced at irregular intervals to
exploit specific developments and/or activities in East Germany. These
undertakings account for the major portion of DTLINEN's monthly East
German distribution of from three million to five million separate pieces
of propaganda. So far in 1957 DTLINEN has produced ten separate leaflets
exploiting various as pects of East German political and/or social life.
Turf of these leaflets were directed at East German laborers and concentrated
on the formation of East German worker committees and the introductiou
of the 45 hour week. We have rwmd reason to believe that these items have
been particularly effective and feel that they have influenced, to some
de:ree, current East Gorman labor policies. DTLINEN currently is producin:
a series of roux leaflets devoted to the exploitation of the DDT elections
scheduled to ta2• place on 21 Jane. This operation also is expected to hare
considerable effect. In addition to leaflet operations, DTLINEN produces
and sends out a cumber of administrative and psychological harrassment
letters each month. Two years ago DTLINEN t s harrassment Dromram was so
successful that It caused the East Germans to initiate a hand courier
system to circuccnt the falsifications. This courier system is still in
orcration.

aj(1
a. monthly summao
developments.

to the above, DIIINEN also roducess the DTLINEN Li.
't of conditions in the Zone and other cold war

- strihutd in approximaThlucritics to Uest
:cvernment officials and offices, Heuspu,

iTitcPeste,. ped . sonv).	 oLtal.H.	 1!3:4';;Ic
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-veflu:larly appear.,	 and one ti •qc publicationd, in brased upon Edformatien
providod by KLEyi-J:, :ath(:2e," by project East N. pH e so-re aKers, obtained
throir;11 visitor cleirisfis are eKtractE:1 from dd l abl o overt •mediad
DTLINEM I s written prepaanda can be broken into two jederal categories:
1) Propaganda. maTeriaa, I.e., material desDyned Lo influence the attitudes
and/or actions of the population in general in connecLied with specific
events and/or conditions: and 2) harrassment material, i.e., material design
to impede the progress of the East German government and/or Communist
Party through confusion and/or provocation. Examples of this latter
method are the production and introduction into East German mail channels
of falsified DDR government, Communist Party and/or business correspondence
which rescind directives, change the party line and place orders (or cancel
orders) for goods and services. This method also includes the production
of personal harrassment/provocation letters which are mailed to selected
DDR government, party and/or security functionaries.

b. Distribution. DTLINEN distributes material into East Germany
through its balloon teams, its East Zone co-workers and its West German
mailing apearat. One balloon launching, cite is maintained in West Berlin;
three additional sites are located in West Germany. AeoroKimately 1,000
DTLINEN balloons are flown into East Germany each month. DTLINEN's zonal
co-workers pick up production material duriic their periodic West Berlin
visits and mail it upon return to •East Germany. The West German
apparat is composed of upwards of 25 Persons who mail over 20,030 envelopes
containing propaganda items into East Germany each month. NailinE is
done from various cities threusDont West Germany. Ail material is pre-
pared for mailing at DTIIWEN's Stammhaus in West merlin. 	 Nembers of the
mailing apparat are compensated on a performance basis only and have no
other contact to the DTLINEN organization.

c. Other. Hewham's political committee, the activities of the speaKer
team and the ArrTiv, taken tosether, represent an active, although relatively
small, West German oropayanda operation. Although Keno rally designed to
provide DTLINFli with effective "rear area" support, tnese activities also
provide a stimulus to other N floast German and West European cold warriors.

VII. Security.

e. h117113rfj	 . T LaLIFEN. kJ.flAiu3 cn 	 DTLI1EN is
exe	 j tharoneh	 eelah nret.Lvd: eith prinoif	 colas E. iThaPra•-•
ano	 3. fill aL,aOL Lj i tOi. meaaroa or reoTarL ahoL.otv nrc utiliz e d to
rrotect these pleetlh ors from hostile obserhYitIar. Thor are held. In a TOT)
aafphouse 	 I o:oriusive l y for noetin o o 	 I icr.arl West_ Terlin
agent personnel. Thot -T :lc:wham and CI	 Dare reaulooHT• Tr:a-dialed that they
MUSt always he rieft to the Paoailoil : ty of 1Ppotile a pTveil l_rnce and/or
kidnappi.Pa.
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b. DTLINEN Staff. All members of the staff, including janitorial,
kitchen and other help, are fully traced through laTABK channels and
receive Operational and/or Proprietary Approvals. IMBARK maintains
dossiers on these individuals which are periodically reviewed. Additionally,
DTLINEN security chief CAELVES regularly monitors the activities of all
staff personnel and keeps KUBARK advised of developments. MfS approaches
to staffers, which are frequent, are promptly reported to KUBARK.

c. DTLINEN Co-workers. All co-workers, both prospective and active,
are fully traced through KIMARK channels, the names are carded in BOBIs
central registry and dossiers containing available information are maintained
by the project case officer. DTLINEN staffers who handle co-workers are
regularly briefed byr._	 I3concerning effective and secure handling
techniques.

d. Physical_ Security. Over the years an intricate protection and
alarm system has been developed for the DTLINEN Stamnthaue. The property
is surrounded by a secure fence and all outside entrance doors are
connected with a central alarm system. Internal doors leading to and from
more sensitive areas also are connected with the central alarm system.
These doors are of reinforced construction and are secured with dependable
hardware. The area is patrolled during non-working hours by two watchmen
who have direct contact with the West Berlin police. As an additional
security measure, the organization maintains a check room for all visitors
thus relcievinx them of any packages they are carryinm before they enter
the main offices of the huildirft. Staff employees are instructed not to
ride the S-Bade and are constantly warned not to make themselves easy
targets for Xidnappinm.

e. Hostile Service Activities. DTLINEN is constantly harassed by
to e MfS. Staff members regularly receive provocation and/or defection
letters which include offers of money and guaranties of protection.
Pressure also is exerted by the MC 'S upon relatives, friends and/or
neighbors of staff employees living either in West Erprlin or the East.
NfS additionally harasses DIZINEN employees by using their names to place
orders with various West Perlin service type businesses, e.o-, caterers,
flower sfaas, department stores, etc. Another gambit remularly used by
them is to tele phone a staffer and frighten him with a story that a
personal traflet; has befallen a member of his family, his home Is on fine,

	

illtiasu i,	constant annoyance to LatiflEN staffers, none of
efforts	 .•	 nrovilea the hfh with any cifinfiaan 	 csflt.s.
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f. Western Opposition. There is a certain amount of opposition
to DTLINEN noticeable in left wing and/or fellow Iravelling circles in
West Berlin. Some of this opposition is directed at Newham personally and
probably had its origin in his break with the SPD. The remainder appears
to be generated by a belief within these opposition circles that DTLINEN
operations are too provocative and tend to prevent successful negotiations
with the Russians and/or East Germans. Persons within these circles have
managed to gain access to a few disgruntled former DTLINEN employees and

C1-

re attempting to use these individuals to attack DTLINEN, e.g., the

il case. We also are aware that at least one current staff employee

7Li BARTH) is in contact with these opposition elements. Although we know
BARTH maintains these contacts, we currently are reluctant to fire him

because we do not have sufficient grounds for dismissal which would be
acceptable to a West German labor court. t ! BARTH is 64 years old and has
been with TLINEN for six years. We therefore cannot let him go on the
basis of a reduction in force; particularly if he were to be the only one
released. Regardless of what grounds we use, BARTH's age and his length
of service with DTLINEN will give him a strong case before the court. (We
obviously cannot use information obtained through CALIIKAI: before the labor
court.) The BARTH case is an excellent example of how our Hands can be
completely tLed due to the fact that DTLINEN :s on overt organization and
Ls subject to all legal controls. We do hone to acquire information
throughC	 _Dchannels to force his dismissal b?; :Bdi September 1957.

VIII. Personnel_ 	_ _ _ _

a. Charles E. Newham. Newham is the head, of the DTLINEN organization
and KUBARkT-S P/A for the project. He has been in direct contact with BOB
since 1921. 9 and has served the base faithfully and generally enthusiastically
since that time. He has been the top man in DTLINEW since 1951 when he was
brought in as a replacement for Boudreau. Newham, who once studied for the
ministry, is a serious man with a deep sense of moral iltttiousness. He is
sensitive to criticism and at times appears to find it difficult to
rationalize the necessit y for clandestine operations and the clandestine
approach. In flap situations these Dualities can and have caused handling
problems. ilewham has on occasion more Or less u ldlowc His top", threatench
to resian, etc. Tie was particularly aLfficcit to deal with durihm the
massive West Caeh ho, West: Gormaw press :Atack , ar:ainEt =MEN in 1155_ He
has since calmed down cohshlorahl , and it is ,-11(e)(_H that our workihm
rriatioT'h:j7; *:Th?	 cat" He cohtir=6	 Cu', h2of:frft , 11.0 =hich. . He 15

•	 hnh.,:JLchl	 7Dolitih;a1 S siThiThSr9 O f'	 .1.1d a ti'Sly

HSVOii-H cht(Jny	 CDmmuhisn. He also has nYETI:moL Immo-ft	 •ontadts
Wc:3t, Perlin ni[ F! in West Germany T.THA-1 contrihilit.c 	 Lby to thc?
of th.c. project. Tte Yiould he IH-F fic-ilt to hepdauc,
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h.	 jis the deputy P/A and project security
officer. He also heads the covert section which is responsible for the
maintenance of the co-worker group, the mailing apparat and the balloon
teams. He was brought into D'ITINEN in 1951 by Newham and has headed the
covert section since that time. Prior to his recruitment by DTLINEN he
was head of the American sponsored German Criminal investigation Service
which operates in the American Sector of Nest Berlin. 	 3does not
have the education or the political apptitude of Newham, nor does he have
Newham's psychological shortcomings. Essentially he is a simple man with
a talent and love for clandestine operations. He is extremely hard working
and sets a pace which not many men could duplicate. He holds a tight
(at times possibly too tight) rein on the employees under him in the covert
section and constantly impresses upon them the need for good. security. His
success in this direction may be indicated by the fact that DTLINEN has had
only one co-worker arrest in the past eighteen months.

c. ifILIRTE121 Staff. We are attaching a list containing the names and
positions of DTLINEN'I s staff employees'. Of this group CAEMBED should be
given special mention. He is DTLINEN's chief of administration and assumes
responsibility for all organization, personnel, And accounting. He appears
to have done as excellent job in keeping the DTLINEN administrative sectja
in an effective oneratinL: -mdition. Although not currently in contact
with nJARIFJ- case officers,(	 ::)was used as an alternate contact :n
t955 and could vain be used, in this capacity if the situation wa=nted
it. C	 oHecial assistant j, DETERS also has been in contact witA•
the American caoc officer's. Althiouj contacts with DETERS occur only
infrequently, Tn also is available for emergency contact if required.

IX. Tudzet.

FY 1HR7 A■Ictmrt_	 . FY 1 jji.. RE -1RJAA'et Reouost
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d. The $2 5,1)00.00 DTLINEN FY 50 budget reouestec by FE should
be sufficient to cover project line item expenses. We shall continue
to request WDEVON allotments for use by DTLINEN to finance one-time
operations.

X. Funding.

DTLINEN currently is directly funded by the KUBARR case officer who
draws a. monthly subsidy for the project from the BOB finance officer and
passes it to TLINEN deputy P/A CI 	 . Negotiations currently are under-
way to develop a funding channel for DTLIMEN which will eliminate direct
transfer of funds in Berlin. Two systems presently are under investi-
gation: 1) Direct funding from PBPRIME throuuh use of a cleared lawyer
using the cover story that the funds originate from donations by PEPRIME
residents who wish to support DTLINEN cold war activities; and 2) funding
from West Germany by use of a Foerdergesellschaft. It is expected that a.
funding channel for DTLINEN will be firmly in place before the end of
1)57.

XI. Hot War Annex

In the event of a hot war, every effort will be made to transfer
Newham andC	 Sot of Berlin and continue using them as KURARK
principal agents. Both are outstanding KUBARK operational assets and
could be effectively utilized in a number of areas and in various ways.
If time permits, we shall also attempt to assist in resettlinu other Rey
staffers on the basis of the merits of each case. Soviet Zone assets will
be reviewed as to their staybehind potential and their adaptability for
wartime use.


